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Abstract — Standardized lexical resources are an important prerequisite for the development of robust and wide coverage natural language processing application. Therefore, we applied the Lexical Markup Framework, a recent ISO initiative towards standards for designing, implementing and representing lexical resources, on a test bed of data for an Arabic full form lexicon. Besides minor structural accommodation that would be needed in order to take into account the traditional root-based organization of Arabic dictionaries, the LMF proposal appeared to be suitable to our purpose, especially because of the separate management of the hierarchical data structure (LMF core model) and elementary linguistic descriptors (data categories).

I. INTRODUCTION

Any type of linguistic processing on texts requires a minimal set of lexical resources that will be matched against the actual words encountered in the textual data. This is all the more crucial for character and text recognition where the overall recognition rate will highly rely on the extensiveness of the lexical data available in association with the processing software. Still, if we consider the huge cost of creating and maintaining lexical resources for natural language processing (NLP) — for Arabic, see for example [3], [6], [8], [22] or [28] — we can see that such resources should not be designed in isolation, but should potentially be put in contact with one another for mutual enrichment. In the worst case, the specific context of maintenance of a lexical resource is indeed situated in an intractable network of proprietary lexical databases. As a consequence, we will consider here that there is a strong need for more widely spread methods of specifying lexical structures, so that the conditions under which the corresponding databases may be able to exchange data are precisely defined. Even more, it seems that enough knowledge has been accumulated across the years to consider the idea of an actual international standard for the representation of NLP lexicons that would preserve the possibility of both describing various types of formats and ensuring interoperability between those. Such an enterprise is indeed currently under discussion in the context of ISO committee TC 37/SC 4 in the Lexical Markup Framework (LMF) project [13], to become the future ISO 24613 standard.

The LMF modeling framework for lexical structures relies on strong previous experience in the specification of lexical databases, such as developed in the context of various European projects like MULTEXT [7], EAGLES [12], ISLE/MILE [4] or Parole [23]. However, as opposed to those, LMF is not just yet another data model for NLP lexicons: it might be best understood as a synthesis and an abstraction over the previous proposals. The underlying idea is to provide a specification platform which allows to use a set of generic building blocks (components) which, combined with elementary descriptors (data categories), is intended to cover not only a wide variety of possible lexical structures, but also a wide range of languages, particularly those behind the traditionally Indo-European set of languages rather well accounted for in the NLP community. The LMF specification principles can be used either as a new descriptive tool for existing lexical resources or as a basis for the design of new lexical databases dedicated to NLP. We wish to illustrate this latter aspect by a case study on using the LMF specification platform for the design of an Arabic morphological full form lexicon. The objectives of this enterprise are twofold: first, we want to evaluate to which extent the current state of LMF makes it applicable to other languages than those so far considered in previous European projects; second, we are about to conceive the skeleton of a large coverage ISO-conformant lexical database for Arabic, to be developed in collaboration with the University of Sfax¹.

II. THE LEXICAL MARKUP FRAMEWORK AT A GLANCE

A. A semasiological view on lexical data

Lexical structures can classically be considered according to the way they organize the relation between words and senses: either senses are considered as subdivisions of the lexical entry (the semasiological view) or on the contrary, it is assumed that words, or better terms, are described as ways of expressing concepts, which are described prior to them (the onomasiological view). The semasiological view is obviously the one that allows an exhaustive survey of lexical content for a

¹ supported by the program “INRIA /Universités Tunisiennes”
given language. In particular, it corresponds to the basis for any classical editorial (or print) dictionary, and also underlies, at least implicitly, most of existing NLP lexicons. From a more theoretical perspective, it has been shown that lexical structures can be modeled as feature structures [16], leading to inheritance properties within entries [15], as partially implemented in the TEI Print Dictionary chapter [19]. It has also been shown that the internal structure of a lexical entry might be configured through different layers: in a two-layered approach, the form and sense layers are anchored on the Saussurian definition of a linguistic sign and related to the basic notions of signifier (sound pattern) and signified (concept) [10]. The syntactic behavior of the lexical unit is then systematically subordinated to its semantic description. This is actually the choice made in LMF.

B. The LMF core model

Accordingly, the LMF core model is organized as a purely hierarchical structure built upon the following components (Figure 1):

- the Lexical database component, which gathers up all information related to a given lexicon;
- a Global information component collecting metadata (e.g. version, contributors, update, etc.);
- a Lexical entry component, which corresponds to the elementary lexical unit in a lexical database;
- a Form component providing access to surface properties (phonological and graphical realization) and grammatical meaning (inflectional features) of individual word forms;
- one or more Sense components, which actually organize the lexical entry, since they can be both repeated and further subdivided into sub-senses.

C. Data categories

Furthermore, following general principles of linguistic annotation scheme design ([17] et [18]), LMF provides a mechanism for specifying the content of the core meta model components by using elementary descriptors (so-called data categories). Data categories reflect basic linguistic concepts, such as /partOfSpeech/, /grammaticalNumber/, or /grammaticalCase/, for example. They are stored and managed independently from the hierarchical structure of the data model: this is indeed the easiest way to allow for recording language specific properties independently of structural properties of the linguistic layers to be described. For instance, the data category /grammaticalGender/ holds two values for French (/masculine/ and /feminine/) and three values for German (/masculine/, /feminine/ and /neuter/). In order to share data categories within the community, the ISO/TC 37 deploys an on-line registry 2 of them, especially for use in conjunction with the other standardization activities. The future LMF standard as such should not provide a specific list of data categories to be used for lexical descriptions. This would be too complex, given the potential variety of applications. It is thus expected that implementers will systematically refer to the ISO/TC 37 data category registry to find the adequate descriptive background for their own purpose.

![Figure 1. Core components of LMF](http://figures.png)

![Figure 2. Formal description of data categories](http://figures.png)

More precisely, the DCR is being established as an organized repository of data elements, which are described according to the principles of ISO DIS 12620 (Terminology and other language resources — Specification of data categories and management of a data category registry for language resources). The principles provide a two level organization of the documentation associated to a data category, as exemplified in Figure 2. At a first level, the general characteristics of the data category are being described through the provision of:

- an identifier that will allow any application to reference it uniquely within the registry (for instance by means of a URI such as http://www.tc37.org#grammaticalGender);

2 http://syntax.inist.fr
• one or several profiles that will indicate the possible, yet not exclusively, application domains of the data category (such as morpho-syntax);
• a definition, which, together with possible explanatory notes, will give the semantics of the data category;
• when applicable, a conceptual domain, providing an open or closed list of values (such as masculine, feminine etc.), considering that the values in turn are data categories to be registered.

At a second level, a data category can be described in the context of its application to specific languages. Figure 2 thus states that for German (de), Genus and Geschlecht are two possible names for the data category /grammaticalGender/ and that the conceptual domain only contains three of the values described at the first level (namely /masculine/, /feminine/ and /neuter/).

D. The fully specified model
Given what we have described so far, the actual modeling activity required from the lexical implementer – as reflected currently in the Lexus\(^3\) lexical databank – is limited to the
• selection of relevant components from the meta-model;
• provision of a selection of relevant data categories from the DCR;
• specification of the anchoring component for each data category.

Figure 3 shows for example the anchoring of the DCR data category /grammaticalCategory/ to the meta-model component /lexicalEntry/. This is an implementation choice reflecting the editorial choice to consider that different parts of speech (noun, verb etc.) lead to separate lexical entries in a given dictionary. Another choice would have been to anchor the part of speech on the /sense/ component and to factorize form information for a same entry string.

E. The XML pivot format and user formats
Finally, LMF provides mechanisms to translate the fully specified lexicon model into an isomorphic XML pivot format. The implementers might then chose to express their own model in any user XML dialect – i.e. by deciding to implement a given data category such as /grammaticalCategory/ as an XML attribute rather than an element, or by renaming it as POS. The only important fact with respect to the standardization issue is that this proprietary XML dialect must be mappable unambiguously to the LMF-conformant XML pivot structure.

```
<struct type="lexicalDatabase">
  <struct type="globalInformation">...
  </struct>
  <struct type="lexicalEntry">
    <feat type="grammaticalCategory">...
    </feat>
    <struct type="form">...
    </struct>
    <struct type="sense">...
    </struct>
  </struct>
  ...
</struct>
```

Figure 4. Pivot XML format for the LMF lexicon specification in figure 3

```
<lexicalDatabase>
  <globalInformation>...
  <lexicalEntry POS="...
    <form>...
    <sense>...
  </lexicalEntry>
  <lexicalEntry POS="...
    <form>...
    <sense>...
  </lexicalEntry>
  ...
</lexicalDatabase>
```

Figure 5. Example of a pivot XML compatible user format

F. Using LMF for a normalized Arabic full form lexicon
In the remainder of this article, we wish to illustrate the use of the LMF specification platform in the context of developing a set of normalized NLP resources for Arabic. Our choice was to start with a morphological full form lexicon, that is a lexicon which lists all inflected forms for a given lexical entry. Those dictionaries are basic resources in the field of NLP. They are needed for any application based on tagged and/or lemmatized input data and in the field of computer-assisted language acquisition. However, most of the existing morphological resources for NLP (MulText\(^4\), LEFFF\(^5\)) occur as text files, whose lines display the inflected word form, one or more morphological tags (relative to a given tag-set) and the lemma. As opposed to those, we opted for structuring the data into lexical entries rather than along inflected forms. This kind of representation has indeed the advantage of not to be inspired directly by one specific type of usage of such resources (i.e. morphological tagging) and is much easier to extend with respect to syntactic and semantic information. As a consequence, the first step towards this goal has been the design of the skeleton of the lexicon, by determining its underlying macrostructure.

\(^3\) http://www.mpi.nl/lexus

\(^4\) http://www.lpl.univ-aix.fr/projects/multext/MUL5.html

\(^5\) http://atoll.inria.fr/~lclement/lefff/
A first important issue is concerned with a fundamental difference in the lexicographical organisation of classical Arabic and Indo-European dictionaries: whereas the basic organisation principles for the latter relies on semasiological and alphabetical criteria, Arabic dictionaries are usually organized into super-entries collecting all derivations from a same tri- or quadri-consonantal root, sometimes considered to stand for a very abstract common meaning. For example, the root *ktb* is a form which does not exist independently, but which has a general meaning related to the notion of writing. It is the entry point for a whole range of verbal or nominal derivates: *kātaba* (to write), *kattaba* (cause to write), *maktabun* (desk), *maktabatun* (library), *kitābun* (book) etc. Especially because of the fastidious usage scenarios for non-Arabic users, but also related to arbitrariness in lexeme ordering, there have been several attempts to simplify the direct access to Arabic lexical units ([26], [27]), continuing the precursory work of Ahmed Farid Aššidy in the 19th century. However, the access problem (roots vs. lexemes) is not directly crucial to NLP applications, since they are able to carry out non-linear researches, as long as the lexicographic entities are properly identified as such. Still, there is no LMF component directly available for modelling the notion of Arabic roots: the lexical entry in the Saussurian sense (an association of form and meaning) is not transferable, since the notion of root is not only a very deep abstraction over forms and meanings without an autonomous existence, but also because it would no longer be distinguishable from the lexemes properly speaking. As a practical consequence, such a choice would conflict with one of the basic LMF principles stating that a lexical entry is a non-recursive component, i.e. one that cannot contain other lexical entries.

![Figure 6](image_url)

**Figure 6.** Top level LMF specification for an Arabic full form lexicon

Our practical solution was therefore to consider as basic lexical entries the lexical derivations (or lexemes) collected below the root level, and to leave the reference to the root to be optionally encoded for each lexeme. With respect to the previously mentioned derive examples of *ktb*, the lexicon will contain five different entries, each of them pointing to the same root: *kātaba* (to write), *kattaba* (cause to write), *maktabun* (desk), *maktabatun* (library), *kitābun* (book). In addition to a /root/ pointer, the minimal set of data categories attached to the lexical entry component informs about the part of speech (/grammaticalCategory/) and gives a conventionally chosen canonical form (/lemma/). So far, we took into account nouns, verbs, adjectives, pronouns and prepositions. Figure 6 shows the top level specification of the lexicon.

### IV. Arguments for an Extensional Perspective

For the encoding of the inflectional information, we adopted deliberately an extensional perspective, i.e. a description of the full set of forms for a given lexical entry: such an extensional representation, comparable to the lexical description level in the Multext project [7] can indeed be seen as opposed to an intensional point of view where inflexions would be described by elementary operators or generative rules on inflectional paradigms, factorizing redundant information ([3], [6]). We argue however that the extensional representation should be considered as the primary reference resource, with respect to fine grained lexicographical information, testimony of inflected forms, as well as resource management:

- lexicographical information: previous experience [25] has shown that the extensional perspective is the only one to allow to represent in a flexible way linguistic information specially related to inflectional forms. We can mention here local inflectional variants (fr. *courbattu* vs. *courbaturé*), local gender variation (*amour, orgue, délice*), feminisation (avocat vs. avocate), spelling variants (cheikh vs. cheikh), defective paradigms (*nous pleuvons*) or the existing of more than one phonological form for a given inflected form (fr. *les – [le]/[lez]*);
- testimony of inflected forms: an extensional full form lexicon is the only one to account easily for a frequent user claim, that is associating inflected forms of a lexical entry with statistics on its occurrence frequency with respect to a reference corpus;
- maintenance of lexical resources: As long as there is no theory-neuter consensus about the encoding format of linguistic rules, an important advantage of extensional representations is the possibility of acting as a pivot format for merging and comparing lexicons with the perspective of preserving a high editorial and linguistic quality.

Furthermore, we argue that stable and well documented extensional representations of full form lexicons are an important prerequisite for carrying out further research on several complementary tracks, namely normalization proposals for the representation of intensional (or rule-based) lexicons, or integrating additional morphological operations such as derivation.

### V. Adapting /form/ Information from LMF

The next question concerns the anchoring point for the linguistic information related to the list of inflected forms for each lexical entry /form/ as defined in the LMF core model (cf. Figure 1) represents a spoken word or multi-word phrase, corresponding at a high level of abstraction to the Saussurian *signifier*, as opposed to the *signified*. At this level, there is a one-to-one cardinality between /sense/ and /form/, considering

---

6 This does not exclude the possibility of « homonymous » roots, as mentioned in [14].

7 The question of whether a root is primarily verbal and/or nominal is a theoretical question that does not affect the modelling framework. For discussion, see for example [14].
however that it is possible to factorize form information for polysemic lexical entries in a common /form/ element. /form/ provides so far a framework for specifying the lexical type (word, word form, sentence, phrase, lemma, headword, multi-word expression), the orthography, a particular script or transliteration, phonology (transcription, intonation etc) and grammar (part of speech).

In particular in the context of designing a full form lexicon, one may ask however, to which extent this /form/ information is able to characterize individually each of the word forms (concrete or surface realizations), rather than an arbitrary form (usually called lemma) that functions as a shorthand to represent the whole set of word forms in order to create a unique anchoring point for factorizing grammatical and semantic information. Theoretically, any information attached to such an abstract or canonical form should be generic to the whole set of word forms, that is abstracted over individual linguistic behaviour of each of the word forms. Classifying a lexical unit like FACTEUR(1) as a noun is indeed an abstraction over grammatical, i.e. combinatorial, properties of each of the inflected forms. However, these combinatorial properties express constraints on the agreement with dependent units which rely in fine on semantic valency. Therefore, one may ask to which extent information about part of speech can still be considered as purely “formal” information.

In the same vein, it seems meaningful to factorize at the abstract form level information abstracted over inflectional features of concrete or surface forms. This can be done either by encoding rules for calculating concrete forms from a given input, or via a reference to an extended list of full forms, such as argued for here. In any case, it appears that inflectional information also is not purely “formal” in nature. Inflectional features bear indeed a (very generic) sense, which has not to be conflated naively with the senses suggested by traditional tags such as number, tense or person, but which is considered by various authors as being subject of a semantic description in the same way as lexical senses ([9], [21]).

Finally, concerning the remaining form information – especially phonology and orthography – it becomes clear that the association of phonological or orthographical information with any canonical form (recall that it is just a unique identifier) is meaningless, as long as those features pertain only to concrete word forms. Fortunately, the distinction between abstract and concrete forms has been introduced in LMF, by creating additionally to the /form/ component an /inflectedForm/ component. The /inflectedForm/ component represents concrete word forms, associated with any type of information (data categories) directly “observable” at the level of concrete forms: pronunciation and orthography within a specified system of transcription, and inflectional features, such as number and tense, as needed in our project.

In order to model properly linguistic data structures relevant to full form lexica while still being LMF-conformant, we decided to replace the whole /form/ component – standing as a shorthand for a whole inflectional paradigm – with a /wordFormSet/ component, acting as a container for the explicit list of word forms. A single word form fits then the classical Saussurian definition of a linguistic sign. Its description can be split over a /form/ component (dedicated to purely formal aspects, e.g. pronunciation and spelling) and a /inflection/ component that gathers up the grammatical sense due to the inflectional features, as opposed to the lexical sense, which is generally factorized for all inflected forms at the /sense/ side of a lexical entry.

The /form/ component has been reserved to purely formal, e.g. phonological and orthographical realizations of lexical entries. Following [2], we define orthography as a human technology consisting of choosing a set of characters and establishing conventions for using them. Languages might have zero, one, or more orthographies. Transliterations are orthographies for writing a language in its customary orthographical conventions, but using a symbol set which has a fully reversible one-to-one mapping with the symbol set of the original orthography. An example for Arabic is the Buckwalter transliteration [6]. Transcriptions are clearly distinguished from transliterations: they are orthographies devised and used by linguists to characterize the phonology and morphophonology (rather than the original orthography) of a language, especially in order to convey the pronunciation for foreigners which are not comfortable with original orthography. Examples for Arabic include the use of the International Phonetic Alphabet, or transcription adopted officially by the International Convention of Orientalist Scholars in 1936, and used for example in [29].

For our proposal, we chose to unify these three notions under the general concept of (actual or virtual) orthography. Orthographies are represented as one ore more /realization/ features of a given /form/, and qualified with respect to a particular encoding system, the /code/ (Figure 8, 9).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Realization</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>جَاء</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>original orthography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qatala</td>
<td>Akrou [3]</td>
<td>transcription</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Adapting the LMF /form/ specification to full form lexica

VI. /FORM/-RELATED DATA CATEGORIES

The /form/ component has been reserved to purely formal, e.g. phonological and orthographical realizations of lexical entries. Following [2], we define orthography as a human technology consisting of choosing a set of characters and establishing conventions for using them. Languages might have zero, one, or more orthographies. Transliterations are orthographies for writing a language in its customary orthographical conventions, but using a symbol set which has a fully reversible one-to-one mapping with the symbol set of the original orthography. An example for Arabic is the Buckwalter transliteration [6]. Transcriptions are clearly distinguished from transliterations: they are orthographies devised and used by linguists to characterize the phonology and morphophonology (rather than the original orthography) of a language, especially in order to convey the pronunciation for foreigners which are not comfortable with original orthography. Examples for Arabic include the use of the International Phonetic Alphabet, or transcription adopted officially by the International Convention of Orientalist Scholars in 1936, and used for example in [29].

For our proposal, we chose to unify these three notions under the general concept of (actual or virtual) orthography. Orthographies are represented as one ore more /realization/ features of a given /form/, and qualified with respect to a particular encoding system, the /code/ (Figure 8, 9).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Realization</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>جَاء</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>original orthography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qatala</td>
<td>Akrou [3]</td>
<td>transcription</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Qualified realizations for original orthography and transcription
VII. DATA CATEGORIES FOR ARABIC INFLections

So far, we have structured the lexicon into lexical entries (and not into roots) and associated each lexical entry with a container (/wordFormSet/) for a set of inflected forms, where each inflected form (/wordForm/) should be described in terms of formal (/form/) and inflectional (/inflection/) properties. At the /inflection/ level, morphological dictionaries typically associate inflected word forms – for example plural noun forms or past tense verb forms – with values for relevant morphological features, such as the number for nouns, or the grammatical tense for verbs.

Therefore, one needs to decide which inflectional properties are considered to be relevant for each of the morpho-syntactic categories included in the lexicon. This work is linguistic in nature and needs a careful analysis of data and traditional linguistic description. Hence, we will not present here the whole list of data categories to be used in our lexicon [1], based mainly on linguistic work on Arabic grammars ([5], [14], [24]) and the analysis of existing proposals for NLP tagsets ([6], [11], [20]). We rather wish to discuss some general methodological questions in defining data categories for a specific language, taking as examples the morpho-syntactic categories of nouns and verbs in Arabic.

A. Nouns

Arabic nouns bear grammatical gender information. A noun is either feminine or masculine. It has to be noticed that non semantically motivated masculine nouns become feminine in their plural forms. This might be a criterion for not considering the gender as a lexicalized feature (attached to the lexical entry level, such as in Figure 3), but to encode it at the inflection description level. Concerning grammatical number, the peculiarity of Arabic is a three-valued system: one has to distinguish dual, additionally to singular and plural forms. Arabic nouns are also subject to a threefold grammatical case variation: we used the values nominative, accusative and prepositional. The prepositional case covers the form in which a noun appears as an indirect object, in possessive structures and in prepositional phrases. Furthermore, Arabic nouns occur in two different forms, depending of their grammatical definiteness: indefinite (kitâbun) and definite. Definiteness is expressed either by the definite article (alkitâbu) or in case of determination by personal pronouns in possessive structures (kitâbî) or by genitival noun phrases, both without any linking preposition.

Whether the two cases of definiteness has better to be considered as two different data categories or as a variation on definiteness is still under discussion. Another related discussion points is the treatment of pronominal affixes and prepositional affixes (bikitâb): we tend to consider those forms rather in terms of composition than inflection. Also an open issue is the specification of the semantic class of the noun. This issue is related to the plural gender change already mentioned: this change occurs only for non semantically motivated masculine nouns. An additional information about the noun’s semantic class could therefore be used to maintain the gender as a lexicalized feature, since the plural gender would then be predictable from the noun’s semantic. However, we avoided so far to mix up semantic information such as noun class with purely inflectional features.

B. Verbs

Arabic verbs are subject to a system of inflectional variation, related to the expression of aspect (perfect, imperfect), voice (passive, active), mood (indicative, subjunctive, jussive, and possibly imperative), person (first, second, third), gender (masculine, feminine) and number (singular, plural, dual). Furthermore, the combination of these feature is conditioned by particular co-occurrence constraints: mood distinctions, for example, apply only for imperfect verb forms, and passive voice is incompatible with the imperative mood. In addition to these data categories, Arabic verbs vary also with respect to grammatical number, person and gender.

Figure 9. Characterizing the /form/ component with data categories

![Diagram](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Category Identifier</th>
<th>Conceptual Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/grammaticalGender/</td>
<td>[/masculine/, /feminine/]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/grammaticalNumber/</td>
<td>[/singular/, /dual/, /plural/]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/grammaticalCase/</td>
<td>[/nominative/, /accusative/, /prepositional/]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/grammaticalDefiniteness/</td>
<td>[/indefinite/, /definite/]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10. /inflection/ data categories for Arabic nouns

![Table](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Category Identifier</th>
<th>Conceptual Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/grammaticalAspect/</td>
<td>[/perfect/, /imperfect/]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/grammaticalVoice/</td>
<td>[/active/, /passive/]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/grammaticalMood/</td>
<td>[/indicative/, /subjunctive/, /jussive/]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/grammaticalPerson/</td>
<td>[/firstPerson/, /secondPerson/, /thirdPerson/]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/grammaticalNumber/</td>
<td>[/singular/, /dual/, /plural/]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/grammaticalGender/</td>
<td>[/masculine/, /feminine/]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11. /inflection/ data categories for Arabic verbs

![Table](image)

An interesting decision to be discussed is concerned with the conflation of masculine and feminine gender, for example for the first person perfect forms (katah-tu). In those cases, one has theoretically different choices:

(1) encode the same form twice, once as being masculine, and once as being feminine;
(2) create a synthetic data category for factorizing the two previous forms under /commonGender/;
(3) don’t use the /grammaticalGender/ data category;
(4) consider a genuine data category, such as /neuterGender/ [20].
The last solution (4) should be eliminated because of the lack of special inflection features (as opposed to the German/neuter/ gender) that would justify the introduction of such a class. Solution (3) is not a recommendable choice: both state the existence of two different genders, expressed by an underspecified form. The first one (1) would be the solution chosen in a resolutely extensional perspective (double encoding, considering that there exist two different word forms for katab-tu), whereas the second one (2) may be understood as a shorthand for the first one: the underlying assumptions are the same (two different word forms), but some of the information has been factorized and can be fully recovered only in case the decoder (human reader or NLP application) has access to a rule that allows him to expand the value /commonGender/ to two different values (/masculine/ or /feminine/).

Another issue is the treatment of the imperative. Whereas the decision to consider it at the same level as the aspectual opposition /perfect/ vs. /imperfect/ ([20]) should be excluded, the questions remains whether it is a separate mood or not. Some authors ([14]) consider indeed the imperative as a variant of the jussive mood, especially because of the defective inflection paradigm (2nd person only) and strong formal similarity with the jussive (excepted the prefix).

VIII. THE FULLY SPECIFIED DATA MODEL

The final data model is shown in Figure 12. Our lexical database contains, besides appropriate metadata, lexical entries or lemmas which are characterized by a grammatical category (and optional gloss and root information). Each lemma stands for a set of inflected forms, i.e. word forms. A word form is characterized by a form component − gathering information about various oral or written realisations with respect to a given encoding system −, and an inflection component, gathering inflectional features.

The data categories especially introduced to the DCR for Arabic full form lexic is:

- /root/: the portion of a word that is common to a set of derived or inflected forms, if any, when all affixes are removed is not further analyzable into meaningful elements, being morphologically simple, and carries the principle portion of meaning of the words in which it functions;
- /dual/: a grammatical number which refers to two members of the class identified by the noun;
- /jussive/: a grammatical mood that indicates commands, permission or agreement with a request. In Arabic, the jussive mood is used in negative past structures, in 1st or 3rd person commands, and in conditional structures.

Figure 13 shows a sample of the actual XML implementation of the fully specified model.

Obviously, the work presented here opens many perspectives for the development of future activities in the domains of Arabic language processing as well as the related standardization. As stated in the introduction, Arabic character recognition requires the development of wide coverage lexica containing the fully inflected forms to be recognized as acceptable in the OCR process. In general, such lexica will not be developed by one single group but result from the combination of the activities of the various communities that have the competences to compile such lexical data. This is even more important with respect to the complementary lexical resources which cover the dialectal variations in the Arabic world and the lexical specificities of technical communities.

Networking those lexical resources can only be done if international standardization principles are applied in a systematic way, to allow unified queries to be remotely applied and results to be homogeneously combined. This naturally leads us to the standardization agenda that can be derived from the LMF proposal as applied to the Arabic language as in this paper. First, it is necessary to provide an extensive documentation of the descriptors presented here. Such documentation should of course characterize the specific usage of features like number, tense or mood to the Arabic language, but also provide the right terminology to refer to those data categories, so that implementers will quickly find the entry they need in the DCR. For instance, the jussive/grammatical mood should be correctly localized to make sure that the names used to refer to it in French (apocopé), English (jussive) and of course Arabic (al-majzûm) are correctly recorded. The next step is then to carry out a similar activity on other lexical description levels, so that not only morphological descriptors are made available and standardized for Arabic, but also specific data categories that are needed for the description of syntactic and semantic constraints in the lexicon.

We should finally draw the attention on the necessity of a strong involvement of the Arabic speaking community in the process of defining and validating the set of data categories that can be considered as sufficient to represent lexical information. We should finally draw the attention on the necessity of a strong involvement of the Arabic speaking community in the process of defining and validating the set of data categories that can be considered as sufficient to represent lexical information.
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